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My invention relates to a new protective-relay Linear couplers add to the cost of the system, 

assembly for the differential protection of multi- however, as they usually constitute so much extra 
terminal alternating-current buses or other alter- equipment, added to the ordinary current-trans 
nating-current equipment. formers which may be already in place, and neces 

Heretofore, two principal relaying - Systems sarily so, for ordinary metering and relaying pur 
have been available for the protection of multi- poses; and the use of the linear-coupler bus 
terminal alternating-current buses. One System protection Scheme has been limited, on this ac 
has utilized ordinary line-current transformers, count, particularly on the many station-buses 
that is, iron-core transformers, on all of the bus- where there are a great many feeder-circuits per 
terminals, with slow-acting, differentially respon- it bus-section. 
sive relaying-means, energized so as to be sub- My present invention is particularly applicable 
stantially responsive, in effect, to the summated to the many station-buses where there are a 
current of all of the current-transformers, this limited number of source-circuits per bus-section, 
differentially responsive relaying-means being but a great many feeder-circuits per bus-section, 
necessarily slow-acting in order to avoid errors is and where it is highly desirable to obtain instan 
in current-transformer performance due to aSyn- taneous or quick-acting differential bus-protec 
metrical current-components. The other avail- tion, even though the expense of installing linear 
able bus-differential protective-sytsem has ulti- couplers in all of the feeder-terminals would be 
lized linear couplers in all of the bus-terminals, economically unjustifiable.- This is particularly 
or air-core current-transformers such as are 2) true for buses operating at approximately 13 kv., 
described and claimed in the Harder Patent and lower voltages. In existing stations, current 
2,241,127, granted May 6, 1941, and the voltage- transformers are already installed in the feeder 
outputs of all of these linear couplers have been circuits, where they are needed for metering and 
vectorially added, or summated, to energize a for feeder-fault protection, as well as for dif 
high-speed, differentially responsive, Overvoltage- is ferential bus-protection, and it is always desir 
relay, the operation of which could be fast, be- able to utilize these existing current-transform 
cause of the absence of iron-core errors due to ers, if possible, in any bus-protected scheme, in 
the presence of asymmetrical fault-current cOn- Order to reduce the cost. 
ponents. My present invention is predicated upon three 
In both of the previously known bus-differential 0 observations or discoveries. First, on most multi 

protective-systems, the current-responses in all terminal buses of the type to which my inven 
of the bus-terminals have, in effect, been vec- tion is particularly applicable, the load-circuit 
torially added, in order to produce substantially feeder-circuits contribute no appreciable ameunt 
the same effect as a single, totalized relaying- of back-feed for a short-circuit on the bus. Sec 
current or voltage, which is theoretically Zero 35 ond, the saturation, of an ordinary iron-core cur 
under fault-free conditions, (assuming theoet- rent-transformer, occurs only after a definite 
ically perfect current transforming means having time-interval has elapsed after the incidence of 
no errors), and the resultant totalized current- the short-circuit, this time-interval varying from 
response has been utilized to energize an Over- approximately one-eighth of a cycle, assuming a 
current or overvoltage relay, the sensitivity of 0 sixty-cycle system, up to greater values of time, 
which has been limited only by the necessity for depending upon the magnitude of the short-cir 
avoiding an erroneous response which would re- cuit current, the direct-current time-constant, 
sult from imperfectly matching characteristics of the burden, and the design-constants of the 
the various current-transforming means. The transformer. Third, the installation of linear 
vectorial summation of the responses of all of the 45 couplers in the relatively small number of source 
current-transforming means, in all of the ter- circuits of such buses can readily be economically 
minals of the protected bus, has been necessary, justified, in many cases, if such a relatively small 
in order to provide for the contingency of an ex- number of linear couplers would be sufficient to 
ternal fault, external of the protected bus, that is, insure an adequate high-speed bus-protection 
out on one of the lines (feeders or source circuits), 5t) scheme. 
which are connected to the several bus-terminals, It is an object of my present invention, there 
being fed from currents entering the bus through fore, to provide a high-speed differential bus-pro 
any one or all of the other terminals, so that it was tection system, utilizing current-transforming 
necessary to provide for the contingency of cur- elements in the terminal-leads of the protected 
rent-flow in either direction, in all of the bus- 55 bus, with at least some of said current-transform 
terminals, . ing elements being subject to saturation on heavy 
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currents, in combination with means for quickly 
discriminating between internal and external 
short-circuits before the expiration of the time 
required for the saturable current-transforming 
elements to saturate, and means, responsive to 
such discrimination, for making said discrimina 
tion permanent for the duration of the short 
circuit. 
A further object of my invention is to provide 

such a system, utilizing linear couplers, or, in 
general, non-saturating current-transforning 
means, in the major-source terminals of the bus, 
and ordinary iron-core current-transformers in 
the load-circuit feeder-terminals of the bus, with 
means for separately summating the outputs of 
the linear couplers and the outputs of the cur 
rent-transformers, plus a differentially-respon 
dive internal-fault relay which is differentially 
responsive to the two summated outputs, and 
blocking-means, preferably selectively responsive 
to faults in the feeder-circuits, for blocking an 
erroneous delayed differential internal-fault re 
sponse resulting from saturation of any current 
transformer. 
With the foregoing and other objects in view, 

any invention consists in the circuits, systems, 
combinations, elements, and methods of design 
and operation, hereinafter described and claimed, 
and illustrated in the accompanying drawing, the 
angle figure of which is a diagrammatic view of 
circuits and apparatus embodying my invention 
in an illustrative form of embodiment. 
In the drawing, I have shown my invention 

applied to the differential protection of an alter 
nating-current bus B", which is diagrammatically 
represented, in what is known as a single-line 
diagram. Ordinarily, the bus, and its terminals, 
and the lines or feeders which are connected to 
the terminals, will consist of at least two, and 
usually three, conductors, according to whether 
the bus is a single-phase bus, or a three-phase 
bus. It is to be understood that the protective 
equipment, which is about to be described, may 
be associated with the bus and its terminals in 
any of the known manners, so as to respond to 
a phase-to-phase fault between two of the phase 
conductors, or a ground-fault, or with a relaying 
means of a type in which a single element re 
sponds to a plurality of different types of faults 
involving different phase-conductors or ground. 
The bus B usually has a plurality of major 

source terminals, such as the terminals and 2, 
which are connected to major power-sources for 
the bus, such as synchronous generators G and 
G, respectively; although my invention is ap 
plicable, of course, when there is only one major 
source-circuit. The bus B' is further provided 
with a larger number of load-circuit feeder-ter 
minals, such as F, F2, F3 and F4, which are 
connected to load-circuits. Each of the termi 
nals is connected to the bus B by means of a 
circuit-breaker CB which is provided with a trip 
coil C. 
When there are a plurality of major-Source 

terminals, as shown at and 2, they are either 
provided with high-quality (and therefore ex 
pensive) non-saturating iron-core current-trans 
formers, or preferably, as shown, with non-Sat 
urable air-core current-transforming elements, 
such as the linear couplers LC and LC2, respec 
tively, so as to eliminate the possibility of a false 
trip-out for an external fault on One of the ma 
jor-source circuits. The secondary circuits of the 
linear couplers LC and LC2 are connected in 
series with each other, so as to vectorially add 
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4. 
their current-responses, to energie the primary 
winding of an impedance-matching transformer 
T, having taps which can be used, if necessary, 
for approximately matching the impedance of the 
secondary circuit of this transformer (which will 
subsequently be described), so as to be approxi 
mately the same as the total of the secondary 
impedances of the several linear couplers IAC and 
LC2, this matched-impedance condition being the 
condition for obtaining the maximum energy 
from the linear couplers. In many cases, how 
ever, the desired minimum-trip-current setting 
of the fault-responsive relay (subsequently de 
scribed) can be obtained without approximately 
matching impedances by means of tap-adjust 
ment of the matching-transformer T. 
The several load-circuit feeder-terminals F, 

F2, F and F are provided with saturable cur 
rent-transforning elements, such as ordinary 
iron-core current-transformers CT, CT2, CT 
and CT, respectively. The currents delivered 
by these current-transformers are vectorially 
added, in an adjusting-transformer T2, which 
has different primary-winding taps for the out 
puts of the several current-transformers. 
The two transformers T and T2 are both sat 

urating-transformers. The secondary circuits of 
the transformers T and T2 energize rectifier 
bridges, RB and RB2, respectively, which may 
be bridges utilizing copper-Oxide rectifiers or any 
other suitable rectifiers. The saturable trans 
formers T and T2 produce a peaked secondary 
voltage at high overloads, and a neon lamp or 
other grid-glow lamp GG is connected across the 
Secondary-circuit of each of these transformers, 
to reduce these peaked-voltages, so as to protect 
the rectifier-bridges RB and RB2 against exces 
sive voltages, as described and claimed in the 
Bostwick Patent 2,183,537, granted December 19, 
1939. 

In accordance with my present invention, the 
direct-current output-circuit, 3, 4, of the first 
rectifier-bridge RB is utilized to energize the 
operating-coil IC of a polarized linear-coupler 
relay L.C, which has a normally open contact 
which is also designated by the same letters, LC. 

In the drawing, the main or operating coils of 
the various relays are given the same letter 
designation or legend as is applied to the relay as 
a whole, and this letter-designation or legend is 
also applied to all of the contacts of that relay, 
this being a convention which is adopted for the 
purpose of showing the interconnection between 
the various parts of the relays, in cases in which 
the coils and the contacts of any particular re 
lay are separated in the drawing, after the man 
ner of a schematic diagram or an "across-the 
line' diagram. In case of a separation of the 
various parts of any relay, arrows or dotted lines 
are also used, to symbolically indicate how the 
various parts of each relay are connected to 
gether. The relays and switches are invariably 
shown in their open or deemergized positions. 
In accordance with my invention, the direct 

current output-circuit, , , of the second rect 
fier-bridge RB2 is utilized to energize a restrain 
ing-winding LC-R of the linear-coupler relay 
LC, so as to buck the magnetization of the oper 
ating-coil C. The linear-coupler relay LC thus 
acts as a differential, internal-fault-responsive 
relay, for responding to internal faults, or faults 
on the protected bus B, as will be more fully ex 
plained hereinafter. 

In accordance with my invention, the two out 
put-voltages of the rectifier-bridges RBf and 
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RB are utilized, in series-opposition to each 
other, to energize the control-grid circuit B of a 
grid-glow tube, or other grid-controlled tube of 
the sustained-discharge type, that is, a tube 
which will maintain a current-flow from its 
plate-circuit 8 to its cathode-circuit 9, once the 
current-flow has been started by the grid-control, 
until the plate-cathode circuit of the tube is ex 
ternally deemergized, the grid being utilizable, as 
a control-means, only for the purpose of initiat 
ing, but not stopping, the tube-operation. The 
tube thus acts as a high-speed, differential 
feeder-fault-responsive relay, for responding to 
external feeder-faults, that is, to faults on One 
of the feeders, F, F2, F3 or F4, external of the 
protected bus B', as will be more fully explained 
hereinafter. 
The direct-current output-voltages of the two 

rectifier-bridges RB and RB2 are made applica 
ble, in the grid-circuit 6 of the tube 7, through 
two potentiometers P and P2, respectively, which 
produce the voltages V1 and Wa, respectively. The 
positive terminal of the voltage W1 is connected to 
the cathode-circuit 9 of the tube, so that the 
control-grid potential of the tube is made nega 
tive by the voltage W.1, which thus acts as a re 
straining voltage. The negative terminals of the 
two voltages V1 and Va are connected together 
through the conductor 3. The positive terminal 
of the voltage Va is applied directly to the grid 
terminal 6 of the tube, so that this voltage Oper 
ates as a tube-operating voltage, for causing the 
main anode-cathode current to flow in the tube, 
when the total grid-control voltage (Wa-W1) be 
comes sufficiently large or sufficiently positive. 
The tube 7 is also shown as being provided 

with a screen-grid, having a terminal f, which 
is biased from a potentiometer P3 which is ener 
gized from the positive and negative terminals 
(--) and (-) of any suitable direct-current volt 
age-source. The potentiometer P3 is provided 
with two taps, which are respectively connected 
to the cathode circuit 9 and the screen-grid cir 
cuit of the tube, so that the tube-characteris 
tics can be controlled. 

In accordance with my invention, the plate 
circuit of the tube is utilized to energize the 
operating-coil A of a high-speed overvoltage-type 
relay A. Since the tube itself is differentially 
controlled, in response to the voltages V1 and Wa 
respectively, the high-speed relay A is thus a dif 
ferentially-responsive relay, which responds dif 
ferentially to the two output-voltages of the ren 
spective rectifier-bridges RB and RB2. 
The high-speed differentially-responsive relay 

A has a make-contact A, which is utilized, in a 
circuit 2, to energize the operating-winding of 
a suitable time-delay relay B, from the direct 
current buses (--) and (-). The timing Or 
time-delay relay B has a back-contact B which 
is included in the anode-circuit 8 of the tube. 
The time-delay feature of the relay B is doubly 
indicated, diagrammatically, in the drawing, by 
means of a slug or short-circuited washer or coil 
3 which is associated with the operating-coil B, 
and also by means of a dashpot 4 which is asso 
ciated with the back-contact B, these two time 
delaying indications being intended to be a Syms 
bolic or schematic representation of any time 
delaying operation, whereby the relay will be slow 
in opening its back-contact B, and not too fast in 
reclosing the same, as will be subsequently 
pointed out. 
The make-contact LC of the differential inter 

na-fault-responsive linear-coupler relay IC is 
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utilized, in a circuit S, to energize the operating 
coil CS of an auxiliary internal-fault-responsive 
relay CS, from the direct-current source (-- 
and (-), through a resistance R. The auxiliary 
internal-fault-responsive relay CS picks up, in 
something like three-quarters of a cycle, or be 
tween one-half cycle and a cycle, to close its 
make-contact CS, in a branch-circuit 5' of the 
circuit is, so as to be in series with the linear 
coupler contact LC, and also, (in the particular 
embodiment illustrated), in series with the oper 
ating coll CS of a contactor-switch CS. The con 
tactor-switch CS has a make-contact CS which is 
connected in shunt around the linear-coupler 
contact LC, so as to provide a holding-circuit for 
relieving the sensitive linear-coupler contact LC 
of any undue burden, in the event of a tripping 
Operation, such as will now be described. Thus, 
the branch-circuit 5' serially includes, in add 
tion to the make-contact CS and the operating 
coil CS, a back-contact A of the quick-acting relay 
A, the Operating-coil MC of a master-contactor 
MC, and a back-contact MC of the same master 
contactor. It will be understood, of course, that 
the functions of the contactor-switch CS and the 
master-contactor MC could have been combined 
into One relay, if so desired. The master-con 
tactor MC is provided with a large number of 
make-contacts MC, one of said make-contacts 
being connected in series with each of the trip 
coils, TC, of each of the circuit-breakers CB which 
are associated with each of the bus-terminals, , 
2, F, F2, F3 and F, of the protected bus B'. 

Preferably, the output-voltage of the rectifier 
bridge RBi is smoothed, and somewhat retarded 
in its response to changes in voltage-magnitude, 
by means of a shunt-connected capacitor C. 

It may sometimes be desirable for the magnetic 
core T of the linear-coupler relay LC to be pro 
vided with a slug or short-circuited coil 8 for 
preventing or subduing the effect of pulsations of 
the rectified operating-current in causing possible 

. vibrations in the polarized contact-making arma 
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ture 9 of the relay. 
The operation of my invention is as follows. 

Considering the source-circuits and 2 alone, as 
though there were no feeder-circuits F to F, it 
is obvious that, as far as the source-circuits are 
concerned, there is complete and perfectly operat 
ing high-speed differential protection, by means of 
the linear couplers LC and LC2 and the linear 
coupler relay L.C. Thus, any external fault which 
occurs on either one of the source-circuits for 2 
will not cause operation of the differential relay 
LC, because the total of the fault-currents which 
enter and leave the bus through the two source 
circuits and 2 will be zero, and the linear 
couplers, being non-Saturable and accurate, will 
produce a Zero summated voltage which will be 
applied to the impedance-matching transformer 
T?. The relay-system will thus be non-respon 
sive to an external fault on either one of the 
source-feeders f and 2, and the discrimination is 
thus correct. 

In the event of an internal fault, that is, a 
fault on the protected bus B", the breaker-tripping 
operation will be correct, and at a high speed, 
(within between i and 2 cycles) because practi 
cally all of the fault-current will be supplied from 
the Supply-buses and 2, producing a high recti 
fled voltage across the terminals 3 and 4 of the 
operating-coil LC, while relatively little feed-back 
current will be fed into the faulted bus from the 
feeder-circuits F to F4, thus producing only a 
small rectified voltage in the terminals 3 and 5 
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of the restraining-coll LC-R of the high-speed 
differential relay L.C. 
In common with previously known linear 

coupler bus-differential protective-Schemes, it will 
be noted that my present system utilizes an aux 
iliary internal-fault-responsive relay CS, which 
may be conveniently and deliberately designed or 
constructed so as to have about a three-quarter 
cycle delay in its pick-up action. This much de 
lay is desirable, in order to avoid an erroneous 
tripping-operation as a result of a shock-excita 
tion of the sensitive high-Speed linear-coupler re 
lay L.C, the contacts of which may be jarred 
closed, momentarily, as a result of a heavy jar 
on the switchboard-panel (not shown) on which 
it is mounted. The three-quarter-cycle time 
delay of the auxiliary internal-fault-responsive 
relay CS also avoids an erroneous tripping-Oper 
ation as a result of transient-conditions which 
might cause an instantaneous flicker in the Sun 
mated responses of the several current-trans 
forming elements, such as might cause the relay 
contacts LC to momentarily close, instantly open 
ing again. 

In the event of an internal fault on the pro 
tected bus B', however, the relay-contacts LC will 
close, and remain closed for the duration of the 
internal fault, even though some one or more of 
the feeders F to F4 should feedback a small per 
centage of the total internal-fault current. The 
measure of the permissible amount of such back 
feed from the feeders F to F is that the current 
fed into the restraining-coil LC-R must not be 
sufficiently large to prevent the current in the 
operating-coil LC from operating the contacts 
LC; and that the voltage W.2 must not become 
large enough, with respect to W1, to allow the tube 
to become conducting. In the event of an in 

ternal fault on the bus B, therefore, the relay 
contact LC will close and remain closed, and the 
three-quarter-cycle time-delay of the auxiliary 
internal-fault-responsive relay CS will thus Serve 
to make sure that the closure of the sensitive 
relay-contacts LC is a proper, lasting, internal 
fault-responsive closure, and not a momentary 
flicker due to shock or transient-conditions. The 
slight time-delay of three-quarters of a cycle, in 
the energization of the trip-circuit, is quite ac 
ceptable in circuit-breaker operation. 

In the event of an external fault on One of the 
feeder-circuits F to F4, say the feeder-circuit 
F, the current-transformer CT in the faulted 
feeder will properly respond for at least one- - 
eighth of a cycle, or until a material amount of 
saturation becomes effective in the iron core of 
the current-transformer. 
non-saturating time-period, the vectorial sum of 
all of the current-transformer Secondry-cur 
rents of the feeder-circuits F to F4 will be equal, 
in effect, to the vectorial sum of all of the input 
currents of the source-circuits and 2, because 
the two saturating transformers T and T2 are 
adjusted so that this balanced condition exists. 
During this time-period, therefore, before mate 
rial Saturation becomes effective in the current 
transformer CT of the faulted feeder F, the 
differential relay LC will properly fall to respond 
to an external fault on the feeder F. After 
a material amount of saturation becomes effec 
tive in the affected current-transformer CT, the 
output of this transformer becomes Smaller, and 
no longer properly proportional to the fault 
current in the faulted feeder F, and the Sensi 
tive differentially-responsive relay LC will usually 
close its contact. Thus, it will become necessary 
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to provide means for preventing an effective 
relay-operation, that is, for preventing a trip 
ping-operation of all of the circuit-breakers 
which are connected to the terminals of the pro 
tected bus B'. 

In my apparatus, a faulty operation of the 
differential bus-protective relay LC, as a result 
of current-transformer Saturation in the event 
of a feeder-fault, is blocked, or made ineffective, 
by the opening of the back-contact A of the high 
speed feeder-fault-responsive relay A, the Oper 
ating-time of which is leSS than a time equal to 
the time for the affected current-transformer 
CT, in the faulted feeder, to Saturate (thus start 
ing the LC-relay to operate), plus the operating 
time which is consumed in the closure of the 
differential internal-fault-responsive relay-con 
tact LC, plus the operating-time of the auxiliary 
internal-fault-responsive relay CS. Thus, there 
is ample time Within which the back-contact. A 
can Open, and the relay A does not have to have 
exceptionally high-Speed in its response. 
The relay A is differentially, controlled in re 

Sponse to the voltages Wa and V1, which are in 
turn responsive, respectively, to the summated 
current-transformer current and the summated 
linear-coupler voltage. The grid-glow tube , 
which energizes the relay A, may be made to 
recognize a feeder-fault, either through the 
Sudden rate of increase of the summated feeder 
Currents, as delivered by the current-trans 
formers CT to CT4, or by a sudden increase in 
the difference between V2 and V1, when Wa and 
V1 both become proportionately larger as the 
result of the fault-current which is drawn by 
the feeder-fault, or both types of response can 
be utilized in controlling the grid-glow tube. 
A tube-response to the rate of increase of the 

totalized feeder-currents is obtained by reason 
of the filter-capacitor C which is connected in 
shunt-circuit relation to the voltage V which 
is responsive to the totalized or summated linear 
coupler voltages. This capacitor C draws a 
transient current, in response to any sudden 
increase in the rectified voltage of the conductors 
3 and , thus interposing a slight delay or slug 
gishness in the time within which the voltage 
V1 increases in response to the sudden increase 
in the rectified-voltage output of the rectifier 
bridge R.B. Since there is no restraint on the 
Sudden increase of the voltage Va, which responds 
to the Summated current-transformer outputs, 
the grid-control voltage (Wa-W1) may be caused 
to have a momentarily positive value which is 
Substantially greater than zero, in response to 
Sudden feeder-current changes, even though the 
steady-state conditions will produce exactly bal 
anced Voltages V1 and Va. 
On the other hand, it is possible to initially ad 

just the voltages V2 and V1, during normal fault 
free conditions, So that the voltage Wa is some 
what larger than the voltage W.1, but so that the 
voltage-difference (V-W1) is insufficient to fire 
the tube 7, against the restraint of the shield 
grid circuit i?, even under normal full-load con 
ditions. Under fault-conditions, however, the 
difference between the two voltages V, and W. 
becomes larger, even though the increase in the 
voltage W1 is not retarded by the capacitor C, and 
hence a tube-response can be obtained. 
The ripple-Smoothing capacitor C also has a 

Very desirable function, in connection with the 
grid-circuit control of the tube 7, because it 
Smooths out the ripples in the restraint-voltage 
Wi which is applied to the grid-circuit of the 
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tube, thus reducing the sensitivity of the tube to 
phase-differences between the summated linear 
coupler voltages and the summated current 
transformer currents. The ripple-smoothing 
capacitor C reduces the magnitude of the dips 
or low-voltage points, in the restraint voltage V 
which is applied to the tube. 
In the event of a feeder-fault, therefore, the 

grid-glow tube T is caused to flash over, by the 
grid-control means just discussed, thus making 
the grid-glow tube 7 properly respond to an ex 
ternal fault on one of the feeders, such as , 
thus discriminating between such an external 
fault and an internal fault or bus-fault; and 
this action takes place well within the time in 
which saturation is likely to become noticeable, 
with its resultant decrease in the totalized sec 
ondary currents of the several feeder-circuit cur 
rent-transformers CT to CT4. The feeder fault-responsive relay A is immediately energized, 
as soon as the tube becomes conducting, because 
the back-contact B, in the plate-circuit of the 
tube, is closed. 
The operation of the feeder-fault-responsive 

relay A does two things. First, it interrupts the 
trip-controlling circuit 5' by the opening of its 
back-contact A, thus preventing a faulty tripping 
action, even though the internal-fault-responsive 
differential relay LC should falsely respond, after 
saturation sets in, in the fault-circuit current 
transformer, such at CT. The energization of 
the feeder-fault-responsive relay A also closes 
its make-contact A, in the circuit 2, thus ener 
gizing the operative-winding B of the time-delay 
relay B. 
The timing-relay B responds after a suitable 

time-delay, which can be chosen to allow suf 
cient time for the duration of an external short 
circuit, or for the external feeder-fault, or short 
circuit on one of the feeders, such as F, to be 
cleared by other protective-means (not shown); 
or the time-delay of the timing-relay B can be 
chosen to allow sufficient time for the direct 
current saturation to disappear in the fault 
circuit current-transformer, such as CT. 
When saturation disappears, the LC relay will 

resume its correct function and reset, even though 
the external fault still exists. This will free the 
relay-system, just that much more quickly, for 
correct operation on an internal fault, if one 
should occur before, or shortly after, the external 
fault is cleared. 
The response of the timing-relay B opens its 

back-contact B in the plate-circuit 8 of the ex 
ternal-fault-responsive grid-glow tube 7, thus 
interrupting the flow of the plate-current. This 
plate-current has been flowing in the tube 7, re 
gardless of the voltage of its control-grid circuit 
S, ever since the tube was first fired. This is so, 
because the external-fault-responsive tube 7 is 
of the sustained-discharge type, in which its 
initial response to its grid-circuit 6 is permanent, 
regardless of any subsequent change in the grid 
voltage. This permanent response of the tube T 
is terminated, by the opening of the back timing 
relay contact 8, after a timing-relay response 
time which is chosen, as previously described, so 
as to be longer than the duration of the short 
circuit, or longer than the duration of the direct 
current transformer-saturation resulting from 
the flow of the external-short-circuit current 
in the faulty-feeder current-transformer, such 
as CT. 
This action of the timing-relay B in interrupt 

ing the plate-circuit of the external-feeder 
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fault grid-glow tube 7 results in a deemergization 
of the relay A, thus restoring the trip-controlling 
circuit 5' to its original condition, ready for an 
other fault-responsive operation. The deener 
gization of the relay A also deemergizes the tim 
ing-relay B, but the dropout-action of this relay 
is slow enough to allow sufficient deionizing-time 
for the deionization of the space within the gas 
filled tube, so that the tube will not immediately 
flash over again, but will remain in its non-con 
ducting or unfired condition, until it again re 
ceives a suficiently positive grid-voltage to fre 
the tube, as previously explained. 

In the event of an internal fault on the pro 
tected bus B', since the invention is applied only 
to bus-systems in which the feeder-circuits P to 
F do not feed back a material amount of feed 
back current to a bus-fault, the rectified voltage 
V2, which is responsive to the totalized feeder 
currents as delivered by the current-trans 
formers CT to CT4, will be quite small, as con 
pared to the voltage W.1, which is responsive to the 
vector-sum of the very heavy source-circuit cur 
rents, as totalized by the serially connected sec 
ondaries of the linear couplers LC and LC2, so 
that the tube 7 is not fired, and hence the aux 
filiary feeder-fault-responsive relay A is not ener 
gized, and the back-contact A is not opened in 
the tripping-control circuit (5'. This permits 
a tripping-operation to be accomplished, in re 
sponse to the closure of the internal-fault-re 
sponsive relay-contact LC and the contact C.S. 
of the auxilary internal-fault-responsive relay 
CS. Under these internal-fault conditions, the 
tube-restraining voltage V is so much larger 
than the tube-firing voltage Va, for the reasons 
just explained, that the tube-blocking grid 
control action occurs, with a safe margin, even 
with the change-delaying capacitor C present, 
because the action of the capacitor C, in retard 
ing the voltage-rise in the rectified-voltage cir 
cuit 3-4, permits this voltage to respond quickly 
enough, to the increased source-circuit currents, 
to effectually block a tube-response as already 
described. : 

It will thus be understood that my improved 
differential bus-protecting relaying-system pro 
vides accurate and quick-acting bus-protection, 
responding properly to faults on the protected 
bus, but not responding to external faults, 
whether the external faults are on either the 
source-circuits, such as and 2, or the feeder 
circuits, such as F to F4. It is to be noted that 
this accurate high-speed bus-protection is pro 
duced in a relaying-system utilizing ordinary 
saturable current-transformers, such as CT to 
CT4, in the load-circuit feeder-terminals F to 
F4 of the protected bus, notwithstanding the 
fact that such high-speed protection (within 1 
or 2 cycles) has not been possible in any previously 
known differential bus protection systems utilis 
ing ordinary saturable current-transformers. 
It is to be noted, further, that the foregoing ad 
vantages are obtained by an assemblage of ap 
paratus in which only the tube has to have an 
operating-time less than the saturating-time 
of the current-transformer in the faulted feeder 
circuit. 
While I have illustrated my invention in a 

single illustrative form of embodiment, and have 
described its operation in respect to the illus 
trated form of embodiment, I wish it to be under 
stood that various features of my invention are of 
generic application in other devices and circuits, 
and I desire that the appended claims shall be 
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accorded the broadest construction consistent 
with their language. 

I claim as my invention: 
1 Protective relaying apparatus for differen 

tially protecting a multi-terminal alternating 
current bus having at least one or more major 
source terminals which are connected to major 
power-sources for the bus, and a plurality of 
load-circuit feeder-terminals which are con 
nected to load-clircuits, a non-saturable current 
transforming element or elements in the major 
source terminal or terminals, and saturable cur 
rent-transforming elements in the load-circuit 
feeder-terminals, said saturable elements being 
saturable on heavy currents, and said load-cir 
cuits contributing insufficient back-feed current, 
in general, during fault-conditions, to introduce 
serious saturation-errors in the relay-perform 
ance; said relaying apparatus being character 
ised by means for providing a separate relaying 
circuit for the current or the summated currents 
of the non-saturable current-transforming ele 
ment or elements, and for providing a separate 
relaying-circuit for the summated currents of 
the saturable current-transforming elements, a 
differentially responsive internal-fault-respon 
sive relaying-means having an operating response 
to the relaying-circuit for the non-saturable 
current-transforming element or elements, and 
having a restraining response to the relaying 
circuit for the saturable current-transforming 
elements, and fault-responsive blocking-means, 
responsive at least to feeder-faults, for operating 
in time to block an effective erroneous differen 
tial internal-fault response as a result of Satura 
tion of any current-transforming element. 

2. The invention as defined in claim 1, charac 
terized by said fault-responsive blocking-means 
including means for making its blocking-action 
permanent for the duration of the fault, 

3. The invention as defined in claim 1, charac 
terized by said fault-responsive blocking-means 
having an operating response to the relaying 
circuit for the saturable current-transforming 
elements, before material saturation becomes 
effective, and having a restraining response to 
the relaying-circuit for the non-Saturable cur 
rent-transforming element or elements. 

4. The invention as defined in claim 1, charac 
terized by said fault-responsive blocking-means 
having an operating response to the relaying 
circuit for the saturable current-transforming 
elements, before material saturation becomes 
effective, and having a restraining response to 
the relaying-circuit for the non-saturable cur 
rent-transforming element or elements, and 
means for delaying any current-change in the 
relaying-circuit for the non-saturable current 
transforming element or elements, while the cur 
rent in the relaying-circuit for the saturable 
current-transforming elements is relatively free 
to change in magnitude in prompt response to 
the currents in the several load-circuit feeder 
terminals. 

5. The invention as defined in claim 1, charac 
terized by said fault-responsive blocking-means 
being selectively responsive to the rate of change 
of the summated currents of the saturable cur 
rent-transforming elements, before material sat 
uration becomes effective. 

6. The invention as defined in claim 1, charac 
terized by said fault-responsive blocking-means 
comprising a quickly operative, differentially 
responsive, blocking relaying-means having an 
operative response to the relaying-circuit for the 
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saturable current-transforming elements, before 
material saturation becomes effective, and having 
a restraining response to the relaying-circuit for 
the non-saturable current-transforming element 
or elements, in combination with auxiliary relay 
ing-means, responsive to said quickly opera 
tive, differentially responsive, blocking relaying 
means, for effecting a blocking action with respect 
to the differentially responsive internal-fault 
responsive relaying-means. 

7. The invention as defined in claim 1, charac 
terized by said fault-responsive blocking-means 
comprising a quickly operative, differentially 
responsive, blocking relaying-means having an 
operative response to the relaying-circuit for the 
Saturable current-transforming elements, before 
material saturation becomes effective, and having 
a restraining response to the relaying-circuit for 
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the non-saturable current-transforming element 
or elements, and means for delaying any current 
change in the relaying-circuit for the non-sat 
urable current-transforming element or elements, 
while the current in the relaying-circuit for the 
Saturable current-transforming elements is rela 
tively free to change in magnitude in prompt 
response to the currents in the several load 
circuit feeder-terminals, in combination with 
auxiliary relaying-means, responsive to said 
quickly operative, differentially responsive, block 
ing relaying-means, for effecting a blocking 
action with respect to the differentially respon 
Sive internal-fault-responsive relaying-means. 

8. The invention as defined in claim 1, charac 
terized by Said fault-responsive blocking-means 
comprising a quickly operative, differentially 
responsive, blocking relaying-means which is 
Selectively responsive to the rate of change of 
the Summated currents of the saturable current 
transforming elements, before material satura 
tion becomes effective. 

9. The invention as defined in claim 1, char 
acterized by said fault-responsive blocking 
means including a grid-controlled tube of the 
Sustained-discharge type, means for supplying 
a restraining grid-voltage to said tube in response 
to the relaying-circuit for the non-saturable cur 
rent-transforming element or elements, means 
for supplying a tube-actuating grid-voltage in 
response to the relaying-circuit for the saturable 
current-transforming elements, means respon 
sive to a tube-operation for quickly blocking an 
effective response of the differentially responsive 
relaying-means, and time-delayed means, re 
Sponsive to a tube-operation, for interrupting 
the tube-operation for a short while, at least 
long enough to deionize the tube. 

10. Protective relaying apparatus for differen 
tially protecting an alternating-current equip 
ment using current-transforming elements in the 
ingoing and outgoing terminal-leads of said 
equipment, at least one or more of said current 
transforming elements being subject to satura 
tion on heavy currents; said relaying apparatus 
being characterized by a differential-current-re 
Sponsive internal-fault relaying-means, ener 
gized by said current-transforming elements, for 
responding to internal faults within the protected 
equipment, and fault-responsive blocking-means, 
responsive at least to certain external faults, 
outside of the protected equipment, for operating 
in time to block an effective erroneous internal 
fault response as a result of saturation in said 
current-transforming elements, in combination 
with an auxiliary relaying-means, responsive to 
said differentially responsive internal-fault re 
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laying-means, for rendering the differential re 
sponse effective, as a relay-operation control 
means, only after the response of said auxiliary 
relaying-means, the blocking-means being Op 
erative prior to said response of the auxiliary 
relaying-means, in the event of a faulty differ 
ential internal-fault response as a result of sat 
uration. 

11. Protective relaying apparatus for differ 
entially protecting a multi-terminal alternating 
current bus having at least one or more major 
source terminals which are connected to major 
power-sources for the bus, and a plurality of 
load-circuit feeder-terminals which are Con 
nected to load-circuits, a non-saturable current 
transforming element or elements in the major 
source terminal or terminals, and saturable cur 
rent-transforming elements in the load-circuit 
feeder-terminals, said saturable elements being 
saturable on heavy currents, and said load-cir 
cuits contributing insufficient back-feed current, 
in general, during fault-conditions, to introduce 
serious saturation-errors in the relay-perform 
ance; said relaying apparatus being characterized 
by means for providing a separate relaying-cir 
cuit for the current or the summated currents 
of the non-saturable current-transforming ele 
ment or elements, and for providing a separate 
relaying-circuit for the summated currents of 
the saturable current-transforming elements, a 
differentially responsive internal-fault-respon 
sive relaying-means having an operating response 
to the relaying-circuit for the non-saturable 
current-transforming element or elements, and 
having a restraining response to the relaying 
circuit for the saturable current-transforming 
elements, an auxiliary internal-fault relaying 
means, responsive to said differentially respon 
sive internal-fault-responsive relaying-means, 
for rendering the differential internal-fault re 
sponse effective, as a relay operation control 
means, only after the response of said auxiliary 
internal-fault relaying-means, and fault-respon 
sive blocking-means, responsive at least to feeder 
faults for operating in time to block said re 
lay-operation in the event that said high-speed 
differentially responsive internal-fault-respon 
sive relaying-means should erroneously respond 
after material saturation becomes effective in 
a saturable current-transforming element. 

12. The invention as defined in claim 11, char 
acterized by said fault-responsive blocking 
means having an operating response to the re 
laying-circuit for the saturable current-trans 
forming elements, before material saturation be 
comes effective, and having a restraining re 
sponse to the relaying-circuit for the non-sat 
urable current-transforming element or elements, 

13. The invention as defined in claim 11, char 
acterized by said fault-responsive blocking 
means having an Operating response to the re 
laying-circuit for the saturable current-trans 
forming elements, before material saturation be 
comes effective, and having a restraining re 
sponse to the relaying-circuit for the non-Sat 
urable current-transforming element or elements, 
and means for delaying any current-change in 
the relaying-circuit for the non-saturable cur 
rent-transforming element or elements, while the 
current in the relaying-circuit for the Saturable 
current-transforming elements is relatively free 
to change in magnitude in prompt response to 
the currents in the Several load-circuit feeder 
terminals. 

14, The invention as defined in claim 11, char 
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4. 
acterized by said fault-responsive blocking 
means being selectively responsive to the rate of 
change of the summated currents of the saturable 
current-transforming elements, before material 
saturation becomes effective. 

15. The invention as defined in claim 11, char 
acterized by said fault-responsive blocking-means 
comprising a quickly operative, differentially re 
sponsive, blocking relaying-means having an Op 
erative response to the relaying-circuit for the 
saturable current-transforming elements, before 
material saturation becomes effective, and having 
a restraining response to the relaying-circuit for 
the non-Saturable current-transforming element 
or elements, in combination with auxiliary re 
laying-means, responsive to Said quickly Operar 
tive, differentially responsive, blocking relaying 
means, for effecting a blocking action with re 
spect to the differentially responsive internal 
fault-responsive relaying-means. 

16. The invention as defined in claim 11, char 
acterized by said fault-responsive blocking-means 
comprising a quickly operative, differentially re 
Sponsive, blocking relaying-means having an op 
erative response to the relaying-circuit for the 
Saturable current-transforming elements, before 
material saturation becomes effective, and having 
a restraining response to the relaying-circuit for 
the non-Saturable current-transforming element 
or elements, and means for delaying any current 
change in the relaying-circuit for the non 
Saturable current-transforming element or ele 
ments, while the current in the relaying-circuit 
for the saturable current-transforming elements 
is relatively free to change in magnitude in 
prompt response to the currents in the several 
load-circuit feeder-terminals, in combination 
with auxiliary relaying-means, responsive to said 
quickly operative, differentially responsive, block 
ing relaying-means, for effecting a blocking ac 
tion with respect to the differentially responsive 
internal-fault-responsive relaying-means. 

17. The invention as defined in claim 11, char 
acterized by Said fault-responsive blocking-means 
comprising a quickly operative, differentially re 
Sponsive, blocking relaying-means which is se 
lectively responsive to the rate of change of the 
Summated currents of the Saturable current 
transforming elements, before material satura 
tion becomes effective. 

18. Protective relaying apparatus for differen 
tially protecting an alternating-current equip 
ment using current-transforming elements in the 
ingoing and outgoing terminal-leads of said 
equipment, at least one or more of said current 
transforming elements being subject to saturation 
on heavy currents; said relaying apparatus being 
characterized by a differential-current-responsive 
internal-fault relaying-means, energized by said 
current-transforming elements, for responding to 
internal faults within the protected equipment, 
and fault-responsive blocking-means, responsive 
at least to certain external faults, outside of the 
protected equipment, for operating in time to 
block an effective erroneous internal-fault re 
Sponse as a result of Saturation in said current 
transforming elements, in combination with an 
auxiliary relaying-means, responsive to said dif 
ferentially responsive internal-fault relaying 
means, for rendering the differential response 
effective, as a relay-operation control-means, 
only after the response of said auxiliary relaying 
means, the blocking-means being operative prior 
to the expiration of a time equal to about one 
eighth of a cycle, plus the operating-time of the 
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differentially responding internal-fault relaying 
means, plus the operating-time of the auxiliary 
relaying-means, after the occurrence of a fault 
condition to which said blocking-means responds. 

19. Protective relaying apparatus for differen 
tially protecting a multi-terminal alternating 
current bus having at least one or more major 
source terminals which are connected to major 
power-sources for the bus, and a plurality of load 
circuit feeder terminals which are connected to 
load-circuits, a non-saturable current-transform 
ing element or elements in the major-source ter 
minal or terminals, and Saturable current-trans 
forming elements in the load-circuit feeder-ter 
minals, said saturable elements being saturable on 
heavy currents, and said load-circuits contribut 
ing insufficient back-feed current, in general, dur 
ing fault-conditions, to introduce serious satura 
tion-errors in the relay-performance; said relay 
ing apparatus being characterized by means for 
providing a separate relaying-circuit for the cur 
rent Or the summated currents of the non-satur 
able current-transforming element or elements, 
and for providing a separate relaying-circuit for 
the summated currents of the saturable current 
transforming elements, a differentially responsive 
internal-fault-responsive relaying-means having 
an operating response to the relaying-circuit for 
the non-saturable current-transforming elemen. 
or elements, and having a restraining response to 
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the relaying-circuit for the saturable current 
transforming elements, an auxiliary internal 
fault relaying-means, responsive to said differen 
tially responsive internal-fault-responsive relay 
ing-means, for rendering the differential inter 
nal-fault response effective, as a relay-operation 
control-means, only after the response of said 
auxiliary internal-fault relaying-means, and 
fault-responsive blocking-means, responsive at 
least to feeder-faults, for blocking said relay-op 
eration, said blocking-means being operative 
prior to the expiration of a time equal to about 
One-eighth of a cycle, plus the operating-time of 
the differentially responding internal-fault relay 
ing means, plus the operating-time of the aux 
iary relaying-means, after the occurrence of a 
fault-condition to which said blocking-means 
responds. 

WILLIAM. K. SONNEMANN. 
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